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Abstract: In designing various security and privacy related data mining applications, privacy preserving has 

become a major concern. Protecting sensitive or confidential information in data mining is an important long 

term goal. An increased data disclosure risks may encounter when it is released. Various data distortion 
techniques are widely used to protect sensitive data; these approaches protect data by adding noise or by 

different matrix decomposition methods. In this paper we primarily focus, data distortion methods such as 

singular value decomposition (SVD) and sparsified singular value decomposition (SSVD). Various privacy 

metrics have been proved to measure the difference between original dataset and distorted dataset and degree 

of privacy protection. The data mining utility k-means clustering is used on these distorted datasets. Our 

experimental results use a real world dataset. An efficient solution is achieved using sparsified singular value 

decomposition and singular value decomposition, meeting privacy requirements.  The accuracy while using the 

distorted data is almost equal to that of the original dataset. 
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I. Introduction 

The rapid increase of applications in data mining has raised a major concern in corporations. Private 

information of innocent people is collected and used for data mining purpose. In this modern technology, data of 

various kinds are collected and exchanged at an unprecedented speed and scale. A latest and fruitful direction 

for future research is to efficiently discover valuable information from large datasets and to develop techniques 
that incorporate privacy concerns. Now a day’s data is an important asset of companies, governments, and 

research institutions [10] and is used for various public and private interests. Data is sensitive to privacy issues. 

Defense applications, financial transactions, healthcare records and network communication traffic are few of 

examples.  Preserving Privacy in sensitive domains has become a major concern in data mining applications. 

Many data mining applications would not be acceptable, without an acceptable level of privacy of sensitive 

information.  Data can be collected at centralized or distributed location. In centralized location, major concern 

is to shield the exact values of the attributes from the data analysts, where as in distributed locations data storage 

patterns are different i.e. they are horizontally distributed or vertically distributed [1, 8].There has been much 

research on privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) based on data perturbation or data distortion, randomization 

and secure multi party computations. The goal of privacy-preserving data mining techniques is used to hide 

sensitive or confidential data values from an unauthorized user and preserve data patterns. These patterns and 
semantics are used to build a valid decision model on distorted data sets.  Different data mining techniques such 

as classification, clustering etc are proposed for privacy protection in data processing. The best scenario is to 

construct a data pattern model on distorted data equivalent to or better than an original data. 

There are two approaches in this case i.e. to distort the data so that the analysts are unaware of original 

data and the second approach is to modify the data mining algorithms. In this paper we propose the first 

approach the analysts uses distorted dataset transformed into data matrix D, not the original dataset D. The 

matrix D cannot be used to reconstruct the original matrix D, without knowing the error part E = D – D. The 

analysts are unable to know attributes (columns) of original attributes and apply data mining algorithms on it. In 

this way data privacy preservation is premised on the maintenance of data analytical values. We transformed 

original dataset into distorted dataset to protect privacy. Among the widely used approach is Singular value 

decomposition (SVD) and its derivative Sparsified Singular value Decomposition (SSVD) are the one most 

popular techniques to address issues. SSVD was first introduced by Gao and Zhang in [4] to reduce cost and 
enhance performance of SVD in text retrieval applications. Xu et al. applied SVD and SSVD methods in 

terrorist analysis system [15,16]. SSVD was further studied in [5] in which structural partition strategies 

proposed to partition data into submatrices. In Ref. [11] privacy preserving clustering in singular value 

decomposition (SVD) was proposed and the results proved that accuracy of original and distorted dataset are 

equivalent. In our work, we take a closer look to perform data distortion by singular value decomposition and 
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sparsified singular value decomposition. Thus, data mining techniques k-means clustering is applied on the 

distorted dataset to attain inherent property of privacy protection. 

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 briefly introduces related work on 

data analysis system and data distortion methods: SVD and sparsified SVD and k-means clustering. Section 3 

discusses the various data perturbation metrics. The experiments are carried out and the results are presented and 

discussed in Section 4. We finally sum up this paper and bring our future plans in Section 5. 
                   

II. Related Work 
2.1 Privacy preserving data mining   

There has been a raising concern for disclosure of security and privacy, as the data mining techniques 

gain popularity and widely used in business and research. Two parties having private data wish to work in 

collaboration by to other party. Indeed, neither party shares their private data. In such cases privacy preserving 

data mining (PPDM) have major significance. PPDM develops algorithms for modifying the original data in a 

way that data and knowledge remain private even after mining process [12]. Common techniques include data 

perturbation, blocking feature values, swapping tuples etc. PPDM scheme should able to maximize the degree of 
data modification to retain the maximum data utility level.                                                                                        

 

2.2 Analysis system and data distortion 

A simplified model of data analysis system consists of two parts, the data manipulation and the data 

analysis as illustrated in Fig 1.The original data is completely manipulated by the authorized user’s or data 

owner using data distortion process i.e. matrix decomposition method .Data distortion is one of the important 

parts  in many privacy preserving data mining tasks. The distorted methods must preserve data privacy and at 

the same time must keep the utility of the data after distortion. The data distorted or perturbated data is collected 

by analysts to perform all actions such as clustering etc. The protected data maintains privacy as analysts is 

unknown with actual data values. The classical data distortion methods are based on random value perturbation 

and are applied [8].    Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a popular method in data mining and information 

retrieval  

 

 

[9].SVD has numerous applications in data mining, information retrieval and image compression in which it is 

often used to approximate a given a matrix by a lower rank matrix with minimum distance between them.  SVD 

is used to reduce dimensionality of the original dataset D.  A sparse matrix D of dimension p×q represents the 

original dataset. The rows and columns are the data objects and attributes. The singular value decomposition of 

the matrix D is [3]. 

                                      D = U S VT  

Where U is an p×p orthonormal matrix, S = diag [σ1 ,σ2  ,……, σs ] (s = min{p,q})is an p×q diagonal 
matrix whose nonnegative diagonal entries are in a descending order, and VT is an q×q orthonormal matrix. The 

number of nonzero diagonals of S is equal to the rank of the matrix D. The singular values in the matrix S are 

arranged in a descending order .The SVD transformation has property that the maximal variation among objects 

is captured in the first dimension, as σ1  ≥ σi  for i ≥ 2.The remaining variations are captured similarly in the 

second dimension and so on. Thus, a transformed matrix with a lower dimension can be constructed to represent 

the original matrix i.e.  

                               Dr = Ur Sr Vr
T 

Where Ur contains the first r columns of U, Sr contains the first r nonzero diagonals of S and Vr
T  contains the 

first r rows of VT .The rank of the matrix Dr is r and with r being small, the dimensionality of the dataset has 

been gradually reduced from min {p, q} to r (assuming all attributes are linearly dependent). Dr is proved to be 

best r dimensional approximation of D in the sense of Frobenius norm. In data mining applications the use of Dr 

to represent D has important function. The removed error part Er = D  Dr can be considered as the noise in the 
original dataset D [8]. Mining on reduced dataset Dr yield better results than on original dataset D. Thus, the 

distorted data Dr can provide effective protection for data privacy. Sparsified SVD is a data distortion method 
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Figure 1. A Data Analysis system for Clustering 
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1, if Ordi
j = Ordi

j  , 
0, otherwise. 

 

better than a SVD in preserving privacy. After reducing rank of the SVD matrices, we set small size entries 

which are smaller than a certain threshold є in Ur and Vr
T to zero. This operation is referred as a dropping 

operation [4]. Thus, drop uij in Ur , if |uij| < є and vij in Vr
T , if |vij| < є. Let Ur denote Ur with dropped elements 

and Vr
T denote Vr

T with dropped elements, the distorted data matrix Dr is represented as 

Dr = Ur  S Vr
T
 ,

 

The sparsified SVD method is equivalent to further distorting the dataset Dr. Denote  
                       Eє = Dr -  Dr  , 

                      D =Dr+ Er + Eє ,                                  
The data provided to analysts is Dr which is twice distorted in the sparsified SVD method. The sparsified SVD 

was proposed by Gao and Zhang in [4] for reducing storage cost and enhancing performance of SVD in text 

retrieval applications. 

 

2.3 K-means Clustering 

Clustering is a well-known problem in statistics and engineering, namely, how to arrange a set of 

vectors (measurements) into a number of groups (clusters). Clustering is an important area of application for a 

variety of fields including data mining, statistical data analysis and vector quantization [6]. The problem has 

been formulated in various ways in the machine learning, pattern recognition optimization and statistics 

literature. The fundamental clustering problem is that of grouping together (clustering) data items that are 
similar to each other. Given a set of data items, clustering algorithms group similar items together. Clustering 

has many applications, such as customer behavior analysis, targeted marketing, forensics, and bioinformatics. 

 

III. Data Perturbation Metrics 
In literature privacy metrics have been proposed in [2, 10] .In Ref. [2] the metrics are incomplete and is 

proved in Ref. [8].It is important to know the density function of each attribute a priori, which may be difficult 

to obtain for the real world datasets. We propose some privacy measures which depend on the original matrix D 

and its distorted matrix D. 

 

3.1 Value difference (VD) 

The elements of data matrix change after distortion. The value difference (VD) of the datasets is 

represented by relative value difference in the Forbenius norm. VD is the ratio of the Forbenius norm of the 

difference of D and |D| to the Forbenius form of D. 

 

                  VD = || D |D| ||F   ∕  || D ||F  . 

 

3.2 Position difference 

several metrics are used to measure position difference of the data elements. RP is used to denote 

average change of order of all attributes. The order of the element changes after distortion. Dataset D has n data 

objects and m attributes. Ordi
j denotes the ascending order of the jth element in attributes i, and Ordi

j denotes the 

ascending order of the distorted element DijThen, RP = ( ij    Ordij│) ∕ (m * n) 

RK represents the percentage of elements that keep their orders of value in each column after the distortion.  

       RK = (
i
j ) / ( m * n), 

     

 RKi
j  = {    

 

The metric CP is used to define the change of order of the average value of attributes: 
 

        CP = ( (OrdDVi   OrdDVi )│m,  

where OrdDVi is the ascending order the average value of attribute i while OrdDVi denotes ascending 

order after distortion. Like RK, we define CK to measure the percentage of the attribute that keeps their order of 

average value after distortion. 

                    CK = ( i  ) / m,  

where CKi = { 

 

 

The higher the value of RP and CP and the lower the value of RK and CK, the more privacy can be preserved. 

In order to be fair for a dataset, privacy metrics are calculated as  shown in the Table 1.The value of VD,RP,CP 

is more in SSVD than in SVD .Among the four distortion methods SSVD is better than SVD to preserve privacy 

as shown in Fig 4.  

 

1, if OrdDVi = OrdDVi  , 
0, otherwise 
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                                                                       Table 1.Comparision of Privacy Metrics for distortion methods 

 
Figure 2. Performance of privacy metrics 

 

 

IV. Experiments And Results 
We conduct experiments on real data set having 100 data points. For a real world dataset, we 

downloaded information about 100 terrorists (q), 42 attributes (p) such as age, place, relationship etc. The 

original matrix is of dimension 100×42. 

 

4.1 Proposed Algorithm 
Input: Data matrix D, No of clusters k, 

Output: Distorted Data matrix Dr  , Clusters 

Step 1: Finding sensitive or confidential attributes (pi) i= 0,1,…….41 in D. 

Step 2: Form the matrix C.C = [p0,p1,p2,…p41] 
Step 3: Apply SVD to the matrix C. 

             SVD(C) = U S VT , 

Then distorted matrix Cr=Ur Sr Vr
T 

Step 4: Then, apply SSVD to matrix Cr           

             Choosing the rank r and dropping    

             Threshold є as 10-3 

Then Distorted matrix SSVD ( Cr) = Ur Sr Vr
T
 

Step 4: Update Cr   in D , gives Dr  

Step 5: Generate Clusters for sensitive attribute in Dr . 

 

                                                      Table 2: Data objects and Clusters 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The illustration of the above method is represented for 10 data objects is shown in the Table 2.we 

analyzed a specific number of clusters ranging from 2 to 4 clusters. The effectiveness is measured in terms of 

the proportion of the points that are grouped in the same clusters after we apply a transformation on data, such 

points as legitimate points. Considering the transformation attributes as relationship with terrorist group. k 

denotes the number of clusters to group the data objects. For the clusters k=2and k=3 the data objects grouped in 

original dataset and in SVD dataset are exactly same. In SSVD data objects are effectively grouped when, 

compared to original and SVD data set for k=2,3,4 . 
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DATA VD RP RK CP CK 
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SVD 0.0525 31.2 0.0251 12.2 0.12 

SSVD 1.0422 37.5 0.0066 13.1 0.05 
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4.2 Measuring Accuracy 

The efficiency is measured on the number of data points those are legitimate and are grouped in the 

original and distorted datasets. k- means clustering do not consider noise. 

 A Misclassification Error is used to concentrate on a potential problem where the data point from a cluster 

migrates to a different cluster. 

ME = 1/ N *  r)|) 

 

Table 3. Results of Misclassification Error 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Misclassification error must be 0% where N represents the number of point in the original dataset, k is 
the number of clusters under analysis and | Clusteri(D)| represents the number of data points legitimate in the ith 

cluster in dataset D. The results are tabulated in the Table 3.The cluster analysis yields good results for the 

original and distorted datasets using SVD and SSVD distortion techniques. The results suggest that our 

techniques perform well to achieve feasible solution. The accuracy of distorted data is same as original data. 

Thus, a complete privacy can be obtained in k-means cluster analysis and is also proved in privacy metrics. 

 

V. Conclusion 
We propose a better approach for a data analysis system to use data distortion techniques: singular 

value decomposition (SVD) and Sparsified SVD to preserve privacy. We have presented privacy preserving data 
mining application which distorts original dataset to meet privacy requirements. Experimental results show the 

effectiveness by measuring accuracy of original data and distorted data. It has proved that high degree of data 

distortion can maintain high level of data utility using k-means clustering. Future work may address other 

scenarios to protect data along with different data mining algorithms.  
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Original data set Distorted dataset-

SVD 

Distorted dataset-

SSVD 

K=2 K=3 K=4 K=2 K=3 K=4 K=2 K=3 K=4 

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 

100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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